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ANOINTED - A ND OVER THEM YEHOWA H HIMSELF

~
Messianic ··· Prophecy ··· Anointed - And over them Yehowah
himself will be seen and his arrow will go forth like lightning and on
the horn Yehowah himself will blow and he will certainly go with the
windstorms of the south· (Zechariah 9:14) [10] - References
Zechariah 9:14··

And over them Yehowah himself will be seen, and his
arrow will certainly go forth just like lightning. And on the horn the
Sovereign Lord Yehowah himself will blow, and he will certainly go
with the windstorms of the south.
[10] - References

·
And it came about during the morning watch that Yehowah
began to look out upon the camp of the Egyptians from within the pillar
of fire and cloud, and he went throwing the camp of the Egyptians into
confusion. (Exodus 14:24)
·
And he kept sending out his arrows, that he might scatter them,
and lightnings he shot out, that he might throw them into confusion.
(Psalms 18:14)
·
And it must occur that when they sound with the horn of the
ram, when YOU hear the sound of the horn, all the people should shout
a great war cry, and the wall of the city must fall down flat, and the
people must go up, each one straight before him. (Joshua 6:5)
·
All YOU inhabitants of the productive land and YOU residents of the
earth, YOU will see a sight just as when there is the raising up of a
signal upon the mountains, and YOU will hear a sound just as when
there is the blowing of a horn. (Isaiah 18:3)
·
The pronouncement against the wilderness of the sea! Like
storm winds in the south in moving onward, from the wilderness it is
coming, from a fear-inspiring land. (Isaiah 21:1)
·
For here Yehowah himself comes as a very fire, and his chariots
are like a storm wind, in order to pay back his anger with sheer rage
and his rebuke with flames of fire. (Isaiah 66:15)

·
The clouds have thunderously poured down water, a sound the
cloudy skies have given forth. Also, your own arrows proceeded to go
here and there. (Psalms 77:17)
·
Lighten with lightning that you may scatter them, send out your
arrows that you may throw them into confusion. (Psalms 144:6)
·
The one making a breakthrough will certainly come up before
them; they will actually break through. And they will pass through a
gate, and they will go out by it. And their king will pass through before
them, with Yehowah at the head of them. (Micah 2:13)
·
Yehowah is slow to anger and great in power, and by no means
will Yehowah hold back from punishing. In destructive wind and in
storm is his way, and the cloud mass is the powder of his feet. (Nahum
1:3)

